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The Ultimate Asset Management Solution

 Asset management is a critical aspect of any 
businesses engaged in construction, manufacturing 
or maintenance. Implementing a robust system for 
tracking things like capital equipment, spare parts, 
maintenance schedules and tooling can have a 
significant impact on the bottom line by reducing 
misplacement, loss, out-of stock occurrences and 
premature failure. Enhancements in asset control 
typically have a direct positive effect in key areas like 
safety and productivity, which can make or break 
individual projects or an entire organization.

 Snap-on Industrial designed the TCMax Total 
Asset Management Software as a powerful, yet 
easy-to-use solution. The program can track any as-
set, from consumables to employees, and maintain 
records for things like preventive maintenance and 
instrument certification. Driven by a simple barcode, 
assets can be inventoried, issued, returned, trans-
ferred, logged and reported in seemingly endless 
ways.  In addition, TCMax has one very unique fea-
ture – it talks to you! The software actually speaks to 
the operator, confirming or denying each transaction 
and even providing warnings or reminders as ap-
propriate. While 90 percent of the functions within 
TCMax can be performed in a single screen, audio 
confirmation reduces the need to check a monitor 
which streamlines the process significantly.

How it Works 

 Assets and employees are loaded into the 
TCMax database and each assigned a unique ID. 
Mechanisms for secure tracking include: barcode, 
employee badges, driver’s license and even finger 
prints and electronic signatures. Hardware is typi-
cally identified using the TCMax custom label maker 
function, combined with a simple barcode printer. 
However, smaller items like tools and instruments 
can have the barcode permanently laser engraved.

 Extensive product data can be entered, 
including photographs, which significantly enhanc-
es the program’s use as a training tool. In addition, 

based on skillset and training completed, employee 
authorization levels can be added that determine ac-
cess to specific equipment. The program will audibly 
announce that a transaction is denied if an individu-
al is not approved. Employees’ training records can 
also be managed within TCMax and updated with 
any expanded access as appropriate. 

 When assets are issued, the date, time and 
assignee are recorded. Work order and location can 
also be added for additional traceability. Even fields 
for serial numbers of equipment used on a partic-
ular job are available. Those serial numbers can be 
associated with another set of records including 
important information like: MSDS, calibration due 
dates, visual inspection requirements or complete 
instruction manuals. If an item requires testing or in-
spection, the software will again announce that fact, 
and if it’s overdue for a certification the program 
will recommend against issuance of that hardware. 
Additionally, responsibility for equipment can be 
easily transferred when it moves to a new job site 
or is taken over by another crew by simply using the 
TCMax “transfer” function.  

 If a group of items make up a higher level 
assembly, the complete package is called the “par-
ent”. The components are considered “children”, 
“grandchildren”, etc. A toolkit or even work truck 
can be issued as a parent and all traceable items 
under that umbrella can be clearly defined as its 
children. When a parent level item is issued, TCMax 
goes to the level of determining if all the children 
are in compliance or in need of any additional atten-
tion. And remember, the operator is always aware 
of what’s happening through the verbal notifications 
within TCMax.

 TCMax is networkable throughout an organi-
zation, and can be set up with minimum/maximum 
requirements indicating when to re-order products, 
in what quantities and with the ability to actually 
issue purchase orders.  System oversight is incorpo-
rated using authority designations that allow view-
ing and transaction capabilities as necessary.  
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 Tool intensive environments often combine 
TCMax with the Snap-on Level 5 Tool Management 
System.  Level 5 is founded on the principles of 5S 
and incorporates: organization, visibility, security, 
trackability and accountability. Each tool has a spe-
cific, silhouetted location that allows rapid inventory 
which helps prevent misplacement, loss and foreign 
object damage by a missing tool.

TCMax in Action

 Thousands of TCMax seat licenses are 
deployed in a broad range of applica-
tions.  Sikorsky Aircraft is one compa-
ny that’s been reaping the benefits of 
improved productivity from using TC 
Max.  

 “Since TCMax was implement-
ed, we’ve seen a dramatic decrease 
in the number of lost tools,” said Jeff 
Hemme, tool crib supervisor.  He add-
ed that more than 5,000 tools have 
been coded into the system and the 
simple process for issuing, returning 
and inventory has provided a signifi-
cant productivity improvement. 

 The U.S. Air Force also uses 
TCMax in its aviation maintenance 
squadrons. In fact, all four major 
commands are required to use the 
program for tool control.  One Ohio 
Air National Guard base has taken the 
platform a step further by using it to 
track base safety records. 

 Flexibility of the TCMax plat-
form is almost endless. The city of 
San Antonio, TX, for example, is using 
it to track and monitor more than 1 
million items from police cars to lawn 
mowers to lap top computers.   

 A Snap-on Industrial rep-
resentative can perform an on-site 
evaluation and audit your organiza-
tion to create an asset management 
program that accomplishes your goals 
and objectives. Asset management 
has become an absolute necessity 
to operate smoothly and efficiently. 
A well-managed program will save 

money, reduce lost or missing tools, and provide a 
level of oversight for streamlined operation.   
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